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SHAWN BROVOLD: AN OUTDOORSMAN
WITH BIG AMBITION WORKS TO ENSURE
FUTURE CARS ALL COMMUNICATE

It took one day in Michigan for Shawn Brovold to reahze the significance of his job at Ford

Motor Company.

That's because the product development engineer at the Crash Avoidance Metrics Partnership

was in a major car crash his first day in the state. He was okay. But the experience sticks with

him to this day.

"That crash taught me how important the work we do here at CAMP really is," said Brovold. "I

think about it often."

Brovold,3l, moved to Michigan when he joined Ford rn2006.

He grew up a self-anointed gear head and computer geek and said he figured becoming an

automotive engineer would satisfy both of those interests.

He graduated with a bachelor's of science degree in civil engineering from the University of

Illinois in2002. He furthered his studies at the University of Minnesota, where he worked within

the hrtelligent Transportation Systems Institute. Among the technologies he has worked on was

one aimed at teenage drivers, similar to Ford's current MyKey system.
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"I've always liked the idea of being involved with stuffthat's a little ways out there. ..things that

\-, haven't been done vet." he said.

He graduated with a master's degree in mechanical engineering and a desire to be an automotive

engineer. He hired on as an engineer in Active Safety.

"I didn'tjust want to be an automotive engineer," he said. "I really, really wanted to be involved

in something that would benefit people."

Brovold joined CAMP in 2009

CAMP is a joint public-private effort between Ford, seven other automakers and the federal

govemment to develop technology that will eventually facilitate vehicle-to-vehicle

communication.

As a member of CAMP, Brovold works part of the time with engineers from the other

automakers to develop the common technology for intelligent vehicles, and part of his time on
\/ 

proprietary Ford technology.

Specifically, Brovold works on the development and testing of technology that identifies a

vehicle's position as it relates to vehicle-to-vehicle communication.

A regular work day for Brovold might include equipping test vehicles with sensors and GPS

equipment, collecting data from tests, and validating that collected data.

"What we're trying to do is come up with new solutions and combinations of sensors that can

provide higher levels of accuracy. The work that we're doing now is paving the way for any

future work that comes out of this project and the efforts we're making," Brovold said. "It's very

exciting to be involved at this exact level at this exact time."

When not working on vehicle-to-vehicle communicatioq Brovold loves snow skiing, mountain

. biking and hiking, particularly in the westem United States.
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Personal Insights and Fun Facts

o Brovold has been married to Kristen for six years. They have one child, Erik, who is
seven months old

. Brovold is an avid skier who enjoys mountain biking and hiking also
o At least once ayear Brovoldtakes atrip to aplace wherehe cantake partinhis favorite

outdoor activities. His favorite place to go is Jackson Hole, Wyo.
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About Ford Motor Company
Ford Motor Company, a global automotive industry leader based in Dearfurn, Mich.,
manufactures or distributes automobiles across six continents. With about 163,000 employees
ard about 70 plants worldwide, the company's anttomotive brands include Ford and Lincoln. The
company provides financial services through Ford Motor Credit Company. For more
information regarding Ford's products, please visit wwwford.com.
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